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PREFACE
According to the Society of American Archivists (SAA), a finding aid is “a tool that facilitates
discovery of information within a collection of records. [It is] a description of records that gives
the repository physical and intellectual control over the materials and that assists users to gain
access to and understand the materials.”
A finding aid contains information on various elements, including the name and nature of the
archival unit; administrative title and description; scope and content; subject or index terms;
historical notes; and folder and/or item level descriptions. A finding aid should also explain the
arrangement of such items. The goal is to provide the researcher with the most meaningful,
concise, and accurate information possible, considering limitations of time and resources.
This guide provides rules on how to formulate the text for each of the elements included in a
finding aid and should be used in conjunction with the AtoM Finding Aid Workflow.

CONTENT STANDARDS
ICFA’s finding aids meet the content standards of Describing Archives: A Content Standard
(DACS). “DACS contains rules to ensure the creation of consistent, appropriate, and selfexplanatory descriptions of archival material” (DACS, page 3). The required elements differ
depending on the level of description. Not all of the DACS elements are required in every
archival description. Combinations of descriptive elements in a specific finding aid will vary if it
is preliminary or complete and if it describes archival materials at a single level (e.g., collectionlevel or item-level) or at multiple levels that have a whole-part relationship (DACS, page 7).
Because of the system implemented, the International Council on Archives - Access to Memory
(AtoM), and the current record template available through AtoM, which is based on the General
International Standard for Archival Description (ISAD-G), the ICFA has also adapted their
finding aids to be ISAD-G compliant.
The other content standards employed through AtoM include the International Standard for
Archival Authority Records for Corporate Bodies, Persons and Families (ISAAR-CPF) and the
International Standard for Describing Institutions with Archival Holdings (ISDIAH). For more
information about AtoM’s descriptive standards, visit https://www.icaatom.org/doc/Descriptive_standards.

STYLE STANDARDS
Description formatting is based on:
1) Resource Description & Access (RDA)
http://www.rdatoolkit.org/
2) Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR2)
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2nd Edition (1998 Revision) is available in the Technical Services Office,
http://www.aacr2.org/
3) Chicago Manual of Style
Editions available in ICFA Reading Room: 14th, 15th, and 16th,
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html

General formatting rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be concise, clear, and strictly accurate
Use present tense whenever possible
Be specific (e.g., state “folder” not “it”)
Write the number in parenthesis and then spell out whole numbers from one to one
hundred, round numbers, and any number beginning a sentence
Only use “unidentified” to describe materials that we cannot view because of their
physical condition or obsolescence such as audiovisual items
For long lists, use semicolons to separate elements, instead of commas
Avoid using an individual’s descriptive title in narratives. For example, use
“Underwood” instead of “Mr. Underwood”
Other than collection titles, include dates in titles only to distinguish between duplicates.
For additional information, see pg. 7 (section B. Title)

Use of abbreviations:
•
•

•
•

Spell out names and most words (e.g., state Robert Van Nice or Van Nice rather than
RVN or “photographs” rather than “photos”).
When using abbreviations, make sure to spell out the entire phrase at the beginning of the
finding aid, and then indicate the abbreviation at the end of the phrase with parentheses.
After doing this, it is acceptable to use the abbreviation. For example, Mid-Atlantic
Regional Archives Conference (MARAC).
When indicating an academic degree conferred upon an individual, use the most specific
abbreviation possible, for example, MS in Biology, MA in History, PhD
Acceptable abbreviations include:
o ca.
Circa (about or approximately, for dates NOT quantities)
o e.g.,
“for example”; followed by a comma
o i.e.,
“that is”; followed by a comma
o p. or pp.
Page, pages

Punctuation:
A. Books, Periodicals, Journals, Magazines, Pamphlets, Reports, or any free standing
publication
Because AtoM does not have an italics feature, titles for books, periodicals, magazines,
and others will not contain any punctuation.
Example:
• magazine entitled Life
Style Guide for Finding Aids in ICA-AtoM, May 2014
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•
•
•

weekly news magazine entitled Illustrated London News
journal entitled Byzantinishe Zeitschrift
pamphlet entitled The Byzantine Institute of America

B. Articles, Chapters, Unpublished Works, Theses, and Dissertations
Titles of articles, chapters in periodicals or newspapers, titles of short stories or essays,
individual selections in books, manuscripts in collections, and unpublished transcripts of
speeches are enclosed in quotation marks (“...”).
Example:
• “The Uncovering of Byzantine Mosaics in Hagia Sophia,” article from the journal
Archaeology
• “The Church of Burbarah, or St. Barbara,” a chapter from the book The Ancient
Coptic Churches of Egypt

HTML within AtoM@DO
Links will generally display correctly within AtoM. However, you must encode hyperlinks when
long or include the pipe character ( | ) which will break the HTML. Hyperlink title text when
appropriate; otherwise you can simply use the URL for the text of the link. To embed a link use
the following code, <a href=”[Insert URL]”>[Text you are hyperlinking]</a>
Example:
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ARCHIVAL DESCRIPTIONS
Enter the information at the most appropriate level in keeping with DACS Principle 7.3: “This
means that it is inappropriate to provide detailed information about the contents of files in a
description of a higher level […] and undesirable to repeat information given at higher levels of
description […] To avoid needless repetition, information that is common to the component parts
(lower record levels) should be provided at the highest appropriate (common) level.”
Find definitions of each record level with examples and the logic used to determine each
element.

IDENTITY AREA
Identifier
DACS 2.1 (ISAD-G 3.1.1)
According to DACS, all records should include a reference code that consists of a local
identifier, repository identifier (DDO-ICFA), and country identifier (US). For the identifier of a
new collection-level record, see the following document in the ICFA shared drive, Accession
Log/ICFA Collection Numbering Log.
Example for The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork Records and Papers:
US DDO-ICFA MS.BZ.004
AtoM will construct the reference codes for all subsequent levels by using the identifier of the
record you are describing (e.g., series), the identifiers of all parent records of the record you are
identifying (e.g., subgroup, if available, and collection), along with the repository and country
identifiers as entered in the corresponding fields in the Description control area.
Interim record-level identifiers (i.e., subgroup, series, and subseries) are unique to their level and
begin with 1, while lower-level identifiers are based on the folder number. Add leading zeros
according to the rules below:
For archival collections:
• There are less than 999 archival collections in a field of study.
• There are less than 99 subgroups/series/subseries in a collection.
• There are less than 999 files/items in a series.
*Can be extended if necessary
Example: MS.BZ.001.01.01.001
For photograph collections:
• There are less than 999 photo collections in a field.
• There are less than 9,999 works in a collection.
• There are less than 9,999 surrogates/images of a work.
Style Guide for Finding Aids in ICA-AtoM, May 2014
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•

There are less than 99 instantiations of any image.

Example: PH.BZ.001.0001.0001.01
For a file record that represents multiple folders, the reference code should include all folder
numbers (e.g., MS.BZ.005-01-010/11/12 – the next file being 013).
For a file record that represents a box without any folder numbers, create an inserted number
(e.g., “43a” for a box between folders 43 and 44), and add that number to the box label.
(Remember: box information will still be recorded in the Physical Storage record.) For an
example, see the Word and AtoM record for the collection Paul Atkins Underwood Research
Papers:

Title
DACS 2.3 (ISAD-G 3.1.2)
When formulating your title, consider the record level (“Level of Description”) that you are
describing. The title for each record level should reflect the materials/formats as well as the
subject (or “aboutness”). The title should also represent the majority of the contents within the
various aggregations of materials and all significant formats. However, if the collection contains
equal amounts of papers and photographs, then include both formats in the title.
Example for the Paul Atkins Underwood Research Papers:
• Outline: “Dissemination and Development of the Early House in Greece and Crete”
• Lecture notes from Professor Smith’s class on Medieval architecture
Considerations:
• The search results display contextualizes title, by providing dates, record level,
repository, reference code, and collection title (for lower-level records). Note: If the term
is found in the Scope and Content field, then the results will include an excerpt of this
element with the term in bold.
• Limited space for display of record title within hierarchy/contextual navigation pane in
AtoM interface. Users will need to hover over a truncated title to see the full title. See
image below for an example:
Style Guide for Finding Aids in ICA-AtoM, May 2014
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Duplicative record titles – that is those which share the same title within a record group,
such as files within a correspondence series or a series of notebooks – should include
relevant detail to distinguish one from another (e.g. - date ranges, correspondents or
subject).
a) Collection – 1st Level of Arrangement
A collection refers to the first level of arrangement, which brings all the materials together with
some unifying characteristic. Collections are assembled by a person, organization, or repository
from a variety of sources. A collection also refers to the broadest level of grouping records in
which the creator and subject matter of the records are established and stated with details
including dates in which the materials were generated and the types of materials documented in
the collection (DACS).
For all collections, add a comma following the title and include the dates of creation (see
example below or visit http://atom.doaks.org/icaatom/index.php/;informationobject/browse).
A donor may stipulate a title for the collection in the deed of gift. If not, then a title must be
devised. The name and nature of the archival unit defines the content and primary subjects within
the collection or record group.
Do not include “The” at the beginning of a collection title unless the name of the collection
describes an organization such as The Byzantine Institute.
An example of a collection title: The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork
Records and Papers, ca. late 1920s-2000s
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We decided to title this collection as The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork
Records and Papers because the primary creators and subjects of the record group are:
Byzantine Institute, Dumbarton Oaks, and Byzantine fieldwork projects. In addition, we decided
to include the terms “fieldwork records and papers” because the collection mainly consists of
administrative records and fieldwork papers.
Types of collections include:
Note that the type of material should be in plural form.
Collections: Materials assembled by a person, organization, or repository from a variety of
sources. This term implies that it is an artificial collection. Many of ICFA’s photograph
collections are copies of collections held elsewhere or were otherwise assembled as artificial
collections for research purposes. Examples include the British Gardens Aerial Photographs
Collection and the Illuminated Manuscript Photographs Collection. (Note: Outside of AtoM
these may be referred to as “study collections” or “reference collections” to differentiate them
from original collections named for their creator.) Source:
http://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/c/collection
Records: Includes items that were generated as the result of administrative activities or
transactions, such as those of an organization or project. Records generally consist of
administrative or office files as well as financial records. It may also contain some audiovisual
materials that may relate to the administrative activities. Source:
http://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/r/record
Papers: Includes items that primarily document personal, fieldwork, and research activities.
Papers or documents generally consist of fieldwork and research notes, drawings, and tracings. It
may also contain some photographs, negatives, and other types of audiovisual materials that may
relate to the activities above. Source: http://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/p/papers
An example of a collection of papers is the Thomas Whittemore Papers, ca. 1875-1966
(http://atom.doaks.org/icaatom/index.php/thomas-whittemore-papers-ca-1875-1966;isad).
There are also specific types of papers, such as the Byzantine Institute example above:
Personal or Family Papers: If the collection is primarily composed of personal and family
documents (refine by using the qualifier, “personal papers”),
Fieldwork Papers: If the collection is primarily composed of the products of fieldwork
projects, such as drawings, notebooks or photographs.
Research Papers: Includes academic and/or work-related documents; may also be referred
to as scholarly papers.
Photographs: Includes items that may document personal or fieldwork activities. Photographs
generally consist of audiovisual material such as photographs, negatives, and slides. It may also
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contain some records or papers such as a fieldwork notebook in the William Earl Betsch
Photographs of Architectural Capitals in Istanbul, 1970.
b) Subgroup – 2nd Level of Arrangement
A subgroup is the second level of arrangement and it is “a body of related [documents] within a
record group or collection” (SAA). Use this record level to distinguish between major record
types, such as records versus papers.
Subgroup title represents the primary method of creation or type of material within the collection
or record group (e.g., records, fieldwork papers, publication materials, etc.).
Example:
The collection The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork Records and Papers is
divided into two (2) subgroups based on the method of creation:
•

Subgroup I: Administrative Records
Generated in the ordinary course of administration and business of the two organizations
(Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks)

•

Subgroup II: Fieldwork Papers
Generated during the archaeological and conservation projects stated in the mission of the
two organizations

c) Series – 3rd Level of Arrangement
Archival materials in series are arranged in accordance with a filing system or maintained as a
unit because they result from the same accumulation or filing process, the same function, or the
same activity. The materials usually have a particular form or subject.
Example:
Within Subgroup I of The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork Records and
Papers, there are four (4) series groups:
Series I: Correspondence
Series II: Financial Records
Series III: Log Books
Series IV: Publication Materials
d) Subseries – 4th Level of Arrangement
Subseries is a body of documents within a series readily distinguished from the whole by filing
arrangement, type, form, or content (SAA). Subseries is a subsequent tier of description and
arrangement, which proceeds from the series level.
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The subseries title represents the various categories within the series record and typically
describes the type of material. Include the inclusive and/or bulk dates if necessary to
distinguish between identical titles or otherwise qualify a title. The title may need to include
part of the series title for context when displayed as a search result (e.g., for subseries within a
correspondence series, title “Correspondence from/to…”).
Example for The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork Records and Papers:
Series I: Fieldwork Notebooks and Research Notes, there are four (4) subseries, arranged by
location or site:
Subseries: Egypt
Subseries: Turkey
Subseries: Bargala, Republic of Macedonia (Former Yugoslavia)
Subseries: Cyprus and Syria
For a series with a large number of files, look for natural subdivisions such as different creators
or date ranges. An example of this is in the Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork
Records and Papers where we divided a series of hundreds of correspondence files into multiple
subseries by decade:

For collections that already have finding aids, this information may already exist at the box-level
as the title of the container. For example, in the Paul Atkins Underwood Research Papers, the
series Notes and Drafts for the Reconstruction of the Church of the Holy Apostles consists of
Paul Underwood’s notes and the other of Albert Friend’s – for which we created a subseries to
represent each in AtoM:
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e) File/Item – 5th Level of Arrangement
File refers to the smallest record group of documents and is typically, but not always,
synonymous with a physical folder, while item refers to a single unit within the collection.
Providing description at the 5th level of arrangement is determined based on the value of the
collection and needs of the institution.
The file/item title describes the type of material and includes the inclusive and/or bulk dates if
necessary to distinguish between identical titles or otherwise qualify a title. You may also want
to include the subject or location of the items (i.e., for a folder of photographs include where they
were taken or created). The title may also need to include part of the series or subseries title for
context when displayed as a search result (see example below).
Example from The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork Records and Papers for
Subgroup 1, Series 1, Subseries 1, File 1:
September 23, 1926, from Dimitri V. Ismailovitch to Thomas Whittemore, Correspondence
Note: Always spell out full names in folder titles and descriptions, if applicable.
Types of Titles:
a) Formal (Original) vs. Supplied Title
In some cases, a folder may contain a title provided by the creator. If the formal or original title
can be confirmed as valid and accurately reflects the items within the folder, it is appropriate to
leave the original title. Write the title as it is and enclose it in quotation marks (“…”).
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Example of an original title for The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork Records
and Papers, Subgroup 2, Folder 42: August 8, 1933-November 18, 1933, Gregory, Richard A.,
“GENERAL NOTES of work in the Narthex and Barrel Vaulting”
If the title of an item is in multiple lines, then indicate line breaks using forward slashes (/), i.e.,
“text/text/text.” For misspelled terms in a title, record the original spelling in the Title field and
begin the Scope and Content with “Title should read:” and provide the correct spelling (RDA
1.7.1).
If there is no formal title or the formal title is misleading or inadequate, then formulate a supplied
title based on the format (e.g., report, correspondence, and photograph) of the contents in the
folder.
Example of a supplied title for Margaret Alexander Papers and Records of the Corpus des
Mosaïques de Tunisie, 1948-2003, Series V, Subseries A, Folder 132: Copy of field book and
reports of Thuburbo Majus, 1973-1976 (Original title is “Fascicle 1&2”).
b) Parallel Titles
Sometimes an item may have two titles with the same meaning, or parallel titles. For instance,
there may be a cover title and another title on the first page of the item. (In Word finding aids,
these were recorded using the equals sign (=), e.g., “Title” = “Parallel Title.”)
Record any parallel titles in the first line of the Scope and Content, beginning with the location
where the parallel title was found and then provide the parallel title in quotes.
Example for a notebook with titles on the cover and on the first page from The Byzantine
Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork Records and Papers: enter the cover title in the Title
field, Gregory, Richard A., “Mr. Gregory’s diary of works in St. Sophia,” April 22, 1933November 14, 1933 and then enter the parallel title from the first page in the Scope and
Content field: “Diary of Work in St. Sophia”
c) Titles for Correspondence
If the folder contains letters from one primary author or between two correspondents, then use
the terms, “from…to…” or “between.”
Examples:
• Correspondence from John Thacher to Paul Underwood, [date range]
• Correspondence between Thomas Whittemore and Seth Gano, [date range]
In some cases, there are several authors within a folder, and it is unclear who the primary authors
and recipients are. Based on the notes compiled during the assessment of the collection, select
the main author and recipient and use the term “with” to indicate the primary correspondents.
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Example:
Correspondence with Paul Underwood and William MacDonald, [date range]
This example illustrates that the primary correspondents are Paul Underwood and William
MacDonald, while indicating that there may also be other authors and/or recipients in the folder,
such as Seth Gano and Ernest Hawkins.
d) Titles for Publications or Items with Authors
Be sure to include the author, title of publication, edition, and publication date when describing
published materials (i.e., articles, books, journals, and newspaper articles). If applicable, indicate
whether the item is a reprint, offprint, extract, copy, or transcription. If known, note the location
of any originals in the Existence & Location of Originals field within the Allied Materials area.
Examples:
1) Whittemore, Thomas, “Mosaic of Aya Sophia” from the Bulletin of the
Archaeological Institute of Bulgaria, volume X, 1936
2) Copy of transcription: “Le Roman d’ Eudoxie soeur de Constantin,” 1929-1932
3) Gregory, Richard A., “Mr. Gregory’s diary of works in St. Sophia,” April 22, 1933November 14, 1933
e) Titles for Unpublished Materials
Include the author’s name if it exists, format type (i.e., notes, notebooks, drafts, and
manuscripts), and subject matter or original title when describing unpublished materials.
Example: Frolow, Anatole, notebook: “S. Antoine,” 1929 – 1932
Note: Include quotation marks for original titles and brackets […] for any supplied, interpolated,
or inferred terms within the original title.
Example for an illegible word: Notebook: “Subjects of [Extemporaneous] Themes”
Example for an abbreviated date: [19]81
f) Titles for photographs, drawings, or other fieldwork materials
Apply the same rules from section e) Titles for Unpublished Materials.
Examples:
1) Duplicate photographs of frescoes and watercolor copies from the Red Sea
Monasteries
2) Black and white photograph from the White Monastery in Sohag, Egypt
3) Color reproductions of watercolor paintings by Vladimir Netchetailov
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Date
DACS 2.4 (ISAD-G 3.1.3)
The format for dates or date ranges is the following: MMMM D, YYYY (full month name,
space, numeric day, comma, space, full year). For supplied dates: add brackets ([…]), e.g.,
[1930].
Typically the dates that we record are “Dates of creation”; indicate this by selecting “Creation”
from the type drop-down. For study collections record the dates during which the collection was
being assembled (vs. the date of the materials within) and select the type “Accumulation” from
the drop-down. Include an explanation in the Archival History field (see the Contemporary
Landscape Design Collection for an example). Indicate the date of the materials in a study
collection with a description in the Scope and content (see Arthur Kingsley Porter Photographs
of Architecture and Manuscripts for an example). For more details see page 24 in DACS.
Record both inclusive and bulk dates for the collection. Inclusive dates are the earliest and latest
dates of the materials being described, while Bulk or Predominant dates reflect the majority of
the documents in the unit. Never provide Bulk dates without also providing Inclusive dates. If
there is a significant gap in your bulk dates where providing a date range could be misleading,
record the dates using commas (e.g., “Bulk: 1827, 1952-1978”). (DACS, page 25-26)
Record each range of dates separately using an en-dash (-), e.g., 1930-1931. For bulk dates,
begin the entry with “Bulk:” (e.g., “Bulk: 1922-1936”). For estimated dates, add an “s” (e.g.,
1920s); do not use apostrophes. In this example, you would also need to enter “1920” and
“1929” in the Start and End Date fields (for search indexing purposes).
When an item bears no date or it may be misleading to record an estimated date, use “undated.”
(In previous finding aids, this was recorded as “no date.”)
If adding dates that are pre-1000 CE (a.k.a. 1000 AD), in the free-text field be sure to record the
era: “BCE” or “CE” following the numerical year. (This will most likely only be relevant to
cataloging of works using the VRA Core template.) “For consistency with the guidelines in
chapter 10, Chicago recommends full capitals and no periods; see also 10.39.” (Source: Chicago,
9.35 Eras)
Example for dates of creation for Hagia Sophia work record: “532-537 CE”
The Start and End dates fields should populate with the integers from the free-text field (i.e. –
532, 537).
Note: The correct format of pre-1000 CE dates is critical for future indexing. Because of
limitations in AtoM’s current programming language related to the date format and validation,
BCE dates are indexed identically as CE dates (essentially, each is a string of the same integers).
This problem will be resolved in future development through the use of a script, which will
identify all dates cataloged with an era and index them distinctly.
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Extent and medium
DACS 2.5 (ISAD-G 3.1.5)
Include the number of boxes, folders, or items, if countable. Specify the formats, e.g.,
photographs, notebooks, published or bound materials, such as offprints, articles, or reports.
Provide the number in Arabic numerals followed by the unit of measurement. Give the specific
medium, i.e., format of the unit of description. Multiple statements should appear on separate
lines (i.e., separated by a line break):

Other examples:
For series level: 15 folders, including 20 photographs
For file level: 1 folder, including 5 photographs - if the number of photographs was noted by
the processor
Do NOT provide the record level as an extent statement, but rather the physical item (i.e., the
extent statement for a file should not be “1 file,” but it can be “1 folder” or “1 portfolio”).
For collections or other large record groups, include linear feet parenthetically afterwards. To
calculate, use the Yale Linear Footage Calculator:
http://www.library.yale.edu/beinecke/manuscript/process/lconv.htm.
Example:
For collection level: 10 boxes, including approximately 300 photographs, 20 maps, and 100
black and white negatives (4.17 linear feet)

CONTEXT AREA
Name of Creator
In the collection-level record, for collections with one primary creator, referred to as “personcentric” (e.g., Paul Atkins Underwood Research Papers), add the primary creator (i.e., the person
or organization(s) responsible for the creation of the work), even if the collection includes a
secondary creator.
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In the collection-level record, for collections with multiple creators, referred to as “projectcentric” (e.g., Early Archaeological Projects associated with Thomas Whittemore), add all of the
primary creators (i.e., the persons or organizations that are primarily responsible for the creation
of the work), even if the collection includes secondary creators. In this case, the primary
creators are the Egypt Exploration Society, Thomas Whittemore, and Alexandre Piankoff.
If you are having difficulty identifying who you should add as creators to the collection-level
description, add only those who are identified as the primary creators of the next record level
(e.g., creators from the subgroup or series level).
Creators designated at the collection-level record will be inherited by subsequent record levels. If
you assign different creators at a lower level, this will break the inheritance, so you will need to
add creators for all subsequent levels.
See below for authority and repository records.

Repository
Repository indicates the collection’s holding repository (i.e., where it can be accessed). From
the list, select the appropriate institution or repository name. When this value is selected in the
collection-level record, it will be inherited by subsequent record levels. It is not necessary to
populate these fields below the collection-level record.
Example:
• Image Collections and Fieldwork Archives
• Dumbarton Oaks Archives

Archival History
DACS 5.1 (ISAD-G 3.2.3)
Use this field to record any acquisition information other than how and when ICFA acquired the
collection (as recorded in Immediate Source of Acquisition field below). This includes previous
ownership or transfers, if not received directly from the creator, along with the dates of those
transfers. Include any legacy accession numbers.
Additionally, use this field for deaccessioned items and enter the information in the immediate
parent record. Example for Sirarpie Der Nersessian Papers and Photographs:
Consult the curatorial files in the ICFA Manager’s office for details.
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Immediate Source of Acquisition:
DACS 5.2 (ISAD-G 3.2.4)
This field indicates how and when ICFA acquired the collection and from whom, i.e., the donor.
Donors may be individuals, or other units within Dumbarton Oaks. This field should be
completed in the Accession record if one is created for the collection. See the AtoM manual for
how to create donor and accession records.
Questions to consider:
• When was the collection acquired?
• Who donated the collection? Why was the collection donated to ICFA?
• What department accepted the collection? ICFA was preceded by different departments,
referred to by different names.
• How was the collection acquired? Were they in boxes, plastic bags, etc.?

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE AREA
Scope and content
DACS 3.1 (ISAD-G 3.3.1)
Scope and content is a summary of the record group’s (i.e., collection, subgroup, series,
subseries, file, or item) contents and information concerning the types of materials.
Write a brief description that describes the focus of this record group and its contents, and
mention relevant formats (i.e., “This subgroup largely focuses on… and includes…”). Make note
of any anomalies and address the historical importance of the collection, if notable.
Questions to consider:
• What does the collection document? Who? Where? When?
• What are the types of items? (e.g., letters, published materials, reports, photographs, etc.)
• What types of items are the most prevalent?
• Who was the creator (e.g., founder, donor)? Are there any important people associated to
the collection?
• What dates contain the most materials? (e.g., 1940s-1950s)
• How big is the collection?
• Are there any notable items worth highlighting?
Note that in ICFA, it is not required to create a description for each folder, item, or box: describe
only as necessary. For one-line descriptions, you may use incomplete sentences with no
punctuation (e.g., “Refers to early archaeological activities in Bulgaria”). Conversely, use
punctuation for descriptions of more than one sentence.
Examples from The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork Records and Papers:
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Subgroup example:
Subgroup I largely focuses on the administrative and financial activities of the Byzantine
Institute and Dumbarton Oaks between the 1930s and 1980s. Letters, bank statements, and log
books in this subgroup document the organizations’ administrative and fieldwork history, from
the formation of the Byzantine Institute to its dissolution, and to subsequent transfer to
Dumbarton Oaks.
Series example:
Series I contains correspondence and administrative files that were created and compiled by the
organizations’ fieldwork directors and staff members. This series documents the day-to-day
administrative operations as well as matters related to staffing, grant proposals, and publications.
File example for Correspondence from Dimitri V. Ismailovitch to Thomas Whittemore:
This letter relates to Ismailovitch’s copy painting of Theodore Metochites before Christ in
Kariye Camii, housed at the Image Collections and Fieldwork Archives.
This example illustrates an important note about Ismailovitch’s copy painting of Theodore
Metochites. Because we have the actual painting mentioned in the letter in ICFA’s collections,
we decided to provide a short folder description to highlight this fact.
Rules for Endnotes:
If converting an existing Word finding aid with endnotes, generally you will record this
information within the Scope & Content field.
However, there are a few exceptions when you will record an endnote in a different field such as:
a) If the endnote refers to the publication or source of the information used to formulate the
description, then record this in the Sources field.
b) If the endnote is a comment or theory by the archivist on the origin or purpose of the
material, then record this in the Notes area.
Example from the Paul Atkins Underwood Research Papers:
Notes of Albert Mathias Friend, Jr.: “The Seventh Ecumenical Council, AD 787 (786),
Constantine VI and Irene, The Anastasis”
Endnote (31) states: “It is unclear if Friend’s notes on the Seventh Ecumenical Council
relate to Professor Milton V. Anastos’s paper “The Seventh Ecumenical Council,” which
was presented during the 1951 Dumbarton Oaks Symposium, “Iconoclasm.””
c) If the endnote refers to a publication in which the item(s) appears, then it should go into
the Publication Note field in the Allied Materials Area.
Example from the Paul Atkins Underwood Research Papers:
Draft: “Some Principles of Measure in the Architecture of the Period of Justinian”
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The draft refers to an article by Underwood that was published in a book in 1948. The
endnote cites the publication where the article can be found.
Endnote (20) states: “Paul Underwood, “Some Principles of Measure in the Architecture
of the Period of Justinian,” Cahiers Archéologiques: Fin de l’Antiquité et Moyen Âge 3
(1948): 64-74.”
d) If the endnote refers to the place where the files are being kept for conservation reasons
or conservation actions taken on the material, then record this in the Physical
Characteristics and Technical Requirements field of the Conditions of access and use
area.
Example from the Paul Atkins Underwood Research Papers:
Microfilms of Underwood's "Fountain of Life" article and reconstruction drawings
Endnote (37) states: “Microfilm reels have been moved to ICFA cold storage for
preservation.”
e) If the endnote refers to where a file has been received from, then record this information
in the Immediate Source of Acquisition or Transfer field under the Context Area.
Example from the Paul Atkins Underwood Research Papers:
Notes and drafts for the article “The Fountain of Life”.
Endnote (13) states: “This folder was transferred from the Dumbarton Oaks Archives.”
Rules for Addendums:
If converting a Word finding aid with an addendum:
•

•

If the addendum describes research materials (e.g., copies of archival items requested
from other repositories), printed lists, or legacy finding aids compiled or created by
processors, record this in the Notes field of the most applicable record level and include a
reference in the Scope & Content (e.g., enter “See the Notes field below for description
of available research materials compiled by ICFA staff.) If applicable, add to the Finding
Aid as well.
If the addendum describes backlog materials or other related items that were separated by
ICFA’s predecessors, record this in the appropriate record level, if applicable. For
instance, in the Word finding aid of The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks
Fieldwork Records and Papers, Addendum I contains duplicate photographs of Hagia
Sophia and Kariye Camii that were found in ICFA’s backlog stacks. These materials are
related to the collection; therefore, this section was added to Series 04: Audiovisual as
Subseries 02: Duplicate Photographs.
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System of arrangement
DACS 3.2 (ISAD-G 3.3.4)
For each level of description, provide an explanation about how each record group is physically
arranged and the order in which the records appear (e.g., chronological, alphabetical, or local
classification system).
Series example for the Thomas Whittemore Papers:
The first series is divided into two subseries. Subseries 01 contains materials related to Thomas
Whittemore’s early career as an English Professor and a stage director at Tufts College in the
early 1900s and his brief teaching stint at Columbia University in 1908. Materials include:
notes, list of class readings and topics, student essays, and copies of stage plays with annotations.
Subseries B records Whittemore’s other activities in the 1900s, such as his trips to Europe, and
his death in 1950 and its aftermath. Materials include: checkbooks, train tickets, receipts,
postcards, calling cards, obituaries, and a copy of Whittemore’s will.

Accruals:
DACS 5.4 (ISAD-G 3.3.3)
Indicate if accruals are expected. Where appropriate, give an estimate of their quantity and
frequency.

CONDITIONS OF ACCESS AND USE AREA
Conditions Governing Access
DACS 4.1 (ISAD-G 3.4.1)
How can researchers access the collection? (e.g., appointment is required, etc.) Describe any
restrictions on access to the collection-level unit being described (or parts thereof, if applicable)
and explain if restrictions are a result of the nature of the information or statutory/contractual
requirements. Specify the period of closure by providing the date when it will be lifted and
provide contact information for researchers that would like to appeal the restriction. If there are
no restrictions state that fact.
Example:
Access to the collection is unrestricted. It is available for research purposes. Appointment is
required for access because researcher space is limited: http://www.doaks.org/icfa-appointmentrequest-form. For research queries, contact the staff of Image Collections and Fieldwork
Archives (icfa@doaks.org).
Also record any restrictions governing access in the Rights area; indicate if the basis is
“license” or “statute” for any legal requirements.
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Conditions Governing Reproduction (Conditions on Access and Use)
DACS 4.4 (ISAD-G 3.3.3)
What is the copyright status? Add a general statement at the collection level in this field. If there
are any restrictions on individual files or items, state those within their corresponding
descriptions.
ICFA’s standard boilerplate is, “Archival materials are for research and study purposes.
Duplication of materials in the collection may be governed by copyright and other restrictions.
See Rights area below for additional information.” This is used when the collection includes
materials of mixed copyright (i.e., those for which we own copyright, but not all).
If ICFA does NOT own copyright (e.g. – all study collections), then use the following, “Archival
materials are for research and study purposes only. Duplication of materials in the collection is
restricted by copyright.” If the copyrightholder is known include their name as in example
below, or any language specified by the donor or copyrightholder upon acquisition.
Examples for collections where ICFA does NOT own copyright:
Archival materials are for research and study purposes only. Duplication of materials in the
collection is restricted by copyright. Ron Herman retains copyright to all the materials in this
series. Permission to publish materials must be obtained from Ron Herman or the Estate of Ron
Herman.
Archival materials are for research and study purposes only. Duplication of materials in the
collection is restricted by copyright. Permission to publish or quote materials in this series must
be obtained from Bernard Lassus.
Record any individual copyright restrictions in the Rights area by selecting “Copyright” for
the “Basis” of any restrictions.

Language of Material
From the controlled list, select the primary language(s) of the collection material.
Example:
• English
• French
• Coptic
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Physical Characteristics and Technical Requirements (Physical Access)
DACS 4.2 and 4.3 (No ISAD-G equivalent)
Provide information about the physical condition of the unit being described that limit access or
otherwise restrict its use. Make note of any special equipment required to view or access the unit,
if not clear from the Extent statement (i.e., obvious photographic formats, such as negatives or
slides).
Describe the item’s general location if that affects its access (e.g., Cold Storage) and the
availability of any reproductions or access copies, if originals are not accessible for preservation
reasons.
Example from The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks Fieldwork Records and Papers
oversize materials: For digital copies, see 2013.0010.0689-0690.

Finding aid
DACS 4.6 (ISAD-G 3.4.5)
Record the URL for any PDF versions of the finding aid, in the collection-level record or other
parts thereof if applicable, along with the availability of any other appendices, guides, indices,
inventories, or lists at the repository or elsewhere (Previously this information was recorded in
the “Addendum.” See the Notes field for how to record Addendum information, if applicable. ).
If there is an unpublished inventory, use the following, “An unpublished inventory is available
for consultation in the Image Collections and Fieldwork Archives.” If inventory is partial or
incomplete, make note of the scope (e.g., names of correspondents, subjects, formats, etc.).

ALLIED MATERIALS AREA
Existence and Location of Originals
DACS 6.1 (ISAD-G 3.5.1)
If the materials being described and held at the repository are reproductions, give the original
identifier numbers (if they exist), including the location of the originals, address and contact
information, if known.
Example from the Dumbarton Oaks Byzantine Census Project:
Identifier: 73.605-74.101
The Textile Museum
2320 S Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20008
202-667-0441
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Existence and Location of Copies
DACS 6.2 (ISAD-G 3.5.2)
If copies are available at an outside repository, then record information about the medium and
location, including identifiers and any conditions on use. This includes information about
digitization.
If copies must be used instead of originals because of preservation restrictions, record this in the
Physical characteristics (Physical Access) element.
On the other hand, as in the case for the Paul Atkins Underwood Research Papers, where
original drawings are housed in map cases, but photographs of these drawings are available
among the documents, then record this the existence of access copies information in this field.
This is also the case for collections with digital surrogates, available in Harvard’s Visual
Information Access (VIA) or in any type of digital repository.

Related Units of Description (Related Archival Collections)
DACS 6.3 (ISAD-G 3.5.3)
Collection-/folder-/item-level: If known, provide a list of related archival collections in ICFA
and other institutions in alphabetical order. Distinguish between collections held at Dumbarton
Oaks (i.e., ICFA or Dumbarton Oaks Archives) and external repositories by listing Dumbarton
Oaks holdings first under the title, “At Dumbarton Oaks:” then list external holdings under, “At
other institutions:”. Separate items in the list with bullet points by beginning each with a dash.
When available link to an online record either within AtoM or elsewhere. Embed links when
possible and especially if long or include the pipe character ( | ) which will break the HTML (you
can still use the URL for the text of the link if desired). To embed a link use the following code,
<a href=”[Insert URL]”>[Text of the link]</a>
Example:
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Publication notes
DACS 6.4 (ISAD-G 3.5.4)
Create a list of publications by your creator or by scholars whose work cites the collection. If the
creator was prolific, include only those publications that resulted from the work represented in
the collection (see Ernst Kitzinger Research Papers and Photographs for an example).
For works by other scholars which reference the collection, begin the citation with “Published
in.” For publications that you consulted in drafting the archival description, enter them in the
Sources field below. In the Word finding aid, both types of citations can be found under the
Reference List, so you will need to distinguish between the two types.
Enter publications alphabetically by author’s last name. Although this field is repeatable, we
have decided to enter all references in a single element. Be sure to enter two carriage returns
after each citation to ensure a line appears between each:

Note that the field will display truncated if longer than (5) lines.

If you need to update a Publication note, copy the text from the display NOT the edit screen to
preserve the spacing as AtoM's edit mode strips out the carriage returns in the view of edit mode.
For Related units of description and Publication notes, see the Chicago Manual of Style:
• 14th Edition: pp. 637-699
• 15th Edition: pp. 616-754
• 16th Edition: pp. 796-810
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NOTES AREA
DACS 7.1 (ISAD-G 3.6.1)
Use the Notes area to record information about related online exhibits, addendums (e.g.,
information about accumulated research materials by ICFA staff), conservation treatments, or
anything else not accommodated by any of the other elements (e.g., box-level description: in this
case, add box description to each file record for the folders in the designated box). If you add
information about addenda, remember to reference its existence in the Notes field in the Scope
and Content note (see above).

ACCESS POINTS AREA
See page 36 below for term records including Subjects, Places, and Names.

DESCRIPTION CONTROL AREA
Description Identifier
DACS 8.1 (No ISAD-G equivalent)
Example: US

Institution Identifier
DACS 8.1 (No ISAD-G equivalent)
Example: DDO-ICFA

Rules or Conventions
DACS 8.1.4 (ISAD-G 3.7.2)
Record any international, national or local rules or conventions applied in preparing the
description.
Example: Describing Archives: A Content Standard (DACS)

Dates of Creation, Revision and Deletion
DACS 8.1.5 (No ISAD-G equivalent)
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Who created the AtoM record and when was it created? This same field is used to note any
significant revisions.
Enter “This AtoM record was created by [YOUR NAME] on [MONTH DAY, YEAR]” or
“Revised by [YOUR NAME] on [MONTH DAY, YEAR]” in the Dates of creation field.
Note that this field does not indicate the name of the processor and the date of the archival
processing action (archival processing information should be recorded in the Archivist’s Notes
field).

Sources (References)
DACS 8.1.3 (No ISAD-G equivalent)
List all the sources consulted in drafting or revising the description in alphabetical order. For
publication by the creator of the collection, or publications that cite the collection, enter those
items in the Publication Notes field above. In the Word finding aid, both types of citations can be
found under the Reference List, so you will need to distinguish between the two types.
Follow the rules of Chicago Manual of Style. For online sources, include the date accessed.
Separate items in the list with bullet points by beginning each citation with a dash.

Archivist’s notes (Processing Information)
Use this field to record actions and decisions taken over time on the collection by the repository.
In Word finding aids, this was generally recorded in the Administrative Information area.
Questions to consider:
• Who processed the collection and when was it processed?
• Were there any challenges during the arrangement and processing of the collection?
• Did the processor make any changes to the original arrangement of the materials? If yes,
how and why?
You may also record here if the collection is incompletely processed and if the collection
contains temporary labels. See the screenshot on the next page for an example.
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Example of a collection that contains temporary labels.

RIGHTS AREA
Describe any restrictions or conditions governing reproduction, publication or further use (e.g.,
display, public screening, broadcast, etc.).

Start and End Dates
We are not currently providing dates. Note that upon creating a new act, the Start field will be
populated with the current date -- delete this. (The automated date format is YYYY-MM-DD.)

Rights Holder
Indicate if known. If unknown, use “unknown”; if multiple rightsholders none of whom have a
significant majority, then select “mixed”.
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Rightsholder resources available for consultation include the Photographers Survey
Permissions List at RESOURCES/FIELDWORK_PHOTOGRAPHERS_SCHOLARS. You
can also consult with the Manager, who has access to the Donor files.
If you don’t find the name that you are looking for in AtoM already, type it in to create a new
rightsholder record. [ADD DETAILS RE RIGHTSHOLDER RECORDS.]

Rights Notes (Preferred Citation)
For the “Research” act, include the Preferred Citation as a Rights note.
The format for the Preferred Citation entry is as follows,
Preferred Citation: Hans Belting Research Papers and Photographs, ca. 1960s-1980s,
MS.BZ.002, Image Collections and Fieldwork Archives, Dumbarton Oaks, Trustees for
Harvard University, Washington, D.C.
If Publish is “disallow”, use the Rights note for that act to include a copy of the statement from
the Conditions Governing Reproduction about “Photographs are for research purposes only.”
If the collection includes items for which ICFA does not have copyright, include the following:
“Copyright for [SPECIFY WHICH] materials belong to Dumbarton Oaks. However, permission
to publish materials created by other correspondents must be obtained from the copyright
holder.”

Copyright Status
Upon selecting “copyright”, additional fields will appear which will include a copyright note.
Under copyright status, indicate “Under copyright” (unless materials are pre-1923).
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AUTHORITY RECORDS
Authority records also appear as “Name” access points within archival descriptions and are
based on ISAAR-CPF: https://www.ica-atom.org/doc/RS-2.
Do NOT create authority records for subject-related names such as biblical or historical figures
(e.g., Virgin Mary, Constantine).

IDENTITY AREA
Specify separately in the Rules and/or conventions element (5.4.3) which set of rules are being
followed in 5.1.2 and 5.1.3
Type of entity
ISAAR-CPF 5.1.1
Specify the type of entity (corporate body, person or family) that is being described in this
authority record.
Authorized form(s) of name (“Main entry”)
ISAAR-CPF 5.1.2
Record the standardized form of name for the entity being described, beginning with Last name,
First name. Use qualifiers as necessary to distinguish the record from those of other entities with
similar names. If a first name is unknown, use initials.
The version we will use as the main entry is the version of the name by which the individual is
most commonly known. Generally this will be the name they have used for publication, if
applicable. To find this, check:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Library of Congress Authorities: http://id.loc.gov/ (Not http://authorities.loc.gov/)
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography: http://www.oxforddnb.com/
Harvard Library Portal - Hollis: http://lib.harvard.edu/
Virtual International Authority File: http://viaf.org/
Worldcat: http://www.worldcat.org/
Dictionary of Art Historians: http://www.dictionaryofarthistorians.org/

If the name exists only in the collection and cannot be verified anywhere else, then use that
version for the main entry. However, authorities cannot be roles, only names of real people or
corporations. If the role is all that is known, add dates so the authority can be researched further
in the future.
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Parallel Form(s) of Name (Other languages)
ISAAR-CPF 5.1.3
Record the various forms in which the Authorized form of name occurs in other languages or
script form(s).
Standardized forms of name according to other rules
ISAAR-CPF 5.1.4
Record other standardized forms of name and specify the rules and/or the agency, which
promulgates the standardized form. Use the Standardized form if the Library of Congress
Authorities form is different than the one we will use.
Other Forms of Name
ISAAR-CPF 5.1.5
For indexing purposes, record the same form of the name that was entered as the Authorized
Form but in the order of First name Last name. When inverting entities with one name and a title,
put the title, first name, and any additional information. For example, Father Justin’s main entry
is Justin, Father, St. Catherine’s Monastery, but his entry under Other Forms would be Father
Justin, St. Catherine’s Monastery.
Record any other names by which the entity may be known, such as:
a) acronyms, initials
b) changes of name over time for corporate bodies (with their dates)
c) pseudonyms, maiden names, etc;
d) prenominal and postnominal titles of persons and families, e.g. titles of nobility or honour
held by individual or family
e) nicknames
DACS 11.10 says to “record all other names or forms of name(s) that might reasonably be
sought by a user, but were not chosen as the authorized form of a name.” When adding name
variants, avoid repetition and unnecessary complication.
For example, Paul Underwood published most frequently as “Paul A. Underwood.” Therefore,
Underwood, Paul A., will be the main entry. The Standardized entry will be Underwood, Paul
Atkins, because that is the LOC and Hollis name authority. Then Other entries will be P.A.U.,
and Underwood, Paul, since that is how he is referred to in the collection.
Identifiers for Corporate Bodies
ISAAR-CPF 5.1.6
Record any official number or other identifier (e.g. a company registration number) for the
corporate body.
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DESCRIPTION AREA
Dates of existence
ISAAR-CPF 5.2.1
For corporate bodies include the date of establishment and dissolution. Specify in the Rules
and/or conventions element (5.4.3) the system(s) of dating used, e.g. ISO 8601.
For individuals, include their birth and death dates, if known. Example for Thomas Whittemore:
January 2, 1871- June 8, 1950. If any of the elements are unknown, enter the information you
have as follows:
“born 1970-” if you only have the birthdate (use lowercase to spell out “born”)
“- deceased 1970” if you only have the death date (use lowercase to spell out “deceased”)
“ca. 1900-1970” use “ca.” if the dates are questionable
“June 8, [year?]” if the birthday is known but not the year
If these dates are unknown, enter when the individual was active, based on the context of the
collection, e.g., “active 1920s”. Use lowercase to spell out “active.”

History (Historical or Biographical Note)
ISAAR-CPF 5.2.2
For historical or biographical information, consult existing Word finding aids first, if applicable.
Record how the individual is related to, or their importance within the context of, ICFA’s
collections. Additionally, record in narrative form or as a chronology the main life events,
activities, achievements and/or roles of the entity being described. This may include information
on gender, nationality, family and religious or political affiliations. Wherever possible, supply
dates as an integral component of the narrative description. For many of the scholars associated
with Dumbarton Oaks, this may include their academic degrees, dates of employment at
academic institutions, and major publications. For Dumbarton Oaks staff, include the dates of
employment and position titles.
If recording in narrative form, aim for a paragraph (rather than a lengthy biography),
approximately three to four sentences.
If no or not enough information is available for the person or corporate body being described,
then state unidentified or “an unidentified fieldworker.”
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Places
ISAAR-CPF 5.2.3
Record the predominant places and/or jurisdictions where the corporate body, person, or family
was based, lived, resided or had some other connection.

Legal Status (corporate bodies only)
ISAAR-CPF 5.2.4
Record the legal status and, where appropriate, the type of corporate body together with the
covering dates when this status applied.

Functions, Occupations and Activities
ISAAR-CPF 5.2.5
Record the functions, occupations and activities performed by the entity being described,
together with the covering dates when useful. This may include employment history. If
necessary, describe the nature of the function, occupation or activity.

Mandates/Sources of Authority (typically for corporate bodies)
ISAAR-CPF 5.2.6
Record any document, law, directive or charter which authorizes the powers, functions and
responsibilities of the entity being described, together with information on the jurisdiction(s) and
covering dates.

Internal Structures / Genealogy (corporate bodies & families)
ISAAR-CPF 5.2.7
Describe the internal structure of a corporate body or the genealogy of a family.
Additional details on a familial relationship can also be described in 5.3.2, Category of
relationship.

General context
ISAAR-CPF 5.2.8
Provide background on the social, cultural, economic, political and/or historical context in which
the entity being described existed.
Example (historical): “Although Sirarpie Der Nersessian was raised in an educated uppermiddle-class family and therefore enjoyed some level of privilege, the final years of her
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childhood in Istanbul (Constantinople) were marked by persecutions against Armenians in the
Ottoman Empire, which became significant enough to cause her and her sister to flee in 1915.”

RELATIONSHIPS AREA
Names of Related Corporate Bodies, Persons or Families
ISAAR-CPF 5.3.1
Select the name of the entity to which you want to document a relationship.

Category of Relationship
ISAAR-CPF 5.3.2
Select from:
• Hierarchical: superior/subordinate, owner/owned by. An entity may be subordinate to a
number of other entities.
• Temporal: predecessor/successor
• Family: Use the next element to record the specific familial relationship (e.g., sister, etc.).
Where the genealogical structure of the family is complex create separate authority
records for each member and link them. For example, in the authority record for Sirarpie
Der Nersessian, we see that she has a familial relationship to her sister, Araxie Iskouhi
Der Nersessian. Alternatively record this information in the Internal
structures/Genealogy element (5.2.7).
• Associative: Miscellaneous (e.g., provider/client, membership, part/whole, business
partner)

Description of Relationship
ISAAR-CPF 5.3.3
Record a precise or narrative description of the relationship.

Dates of the Relationship
ISAAR-CPF 5.3.4
When relevant and known record the commencement, succession and cessation dates of the
relationship.
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CONTROL AREA
Follow the same rules as stipulated above for the Description Control area but record
“International Standard Archival Authority Record for Corporate Bodies, Persons and Families”
under Rules and Conventions.
Be sure to record the finding aid’s URL in the Sources field under the Control Area. If the
historical or biographical information is already available online, then record the URL or URI
(permalink) in the Sources field under the Control Area.
The information recorded in Archivist’s Note should instead be recorded in Maintenance notes.

OTHER RECORD TYPES:
Term Records:
Term records are created to add controlled values to AtoM’s various taxonomies, including
Subjects and Places. For more detail, see https://www.ica-atom.org/doc/Add/edit_terms.
All Term records include the same fields (see https://www.ica-atom.org/doc/Term_data_entry),
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taxonomy: This field should be autopopulated if you selected “add new” from within an
existing taxonomy. If you selected, “Add > Term” from the main menu, you need to
select your taxonomy from the drop-down.
Name: The authorized form of the term.
Use for: All alternative forms of the term using this repeatable field.
Code: See Place term records below.
Scope note(s): A definition of ICFA’s use of the term.
Source note(s): The controlled vocabulary from which the term comes and its identifier.
(Does not export in SKOS.)
Display note(s): ICFA is not currently using this field. (Does not export in SKOS.)

Subject Terms:
What are the key subject or index terms? For assistance, consult with the Archivist, Metadata
and Cataloging Specialist, or Byzantine Research Associate. Add index terms at the highest level
that they are relevant.
Create term records for subject-related names such as biblical or historical figures (e.g., Virgin
Mary, Constantine); do NOT create authority records.
When trying to decide upon the appropriate subject terms to select from AtoM’s Subjects
taxonomy, refer to the following controlled vocabularies:
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•
•
•
•
•

The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium: available in the ICFA Reading Room
Library of Congress Authorities: http://authorities.loc.gov/
Getty Vocabularies: http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/
Multilingual Illustrated: Dictionary of Byzantine Architecture and Sculpture
Terminology, 2010: available in the ICFA Reading Room
Museo Larco Glossary: http://www.museolarco.org/catalogo/glosario.php

Place Terms:
Like Subject terms, Place terms – both preferred and alternative forms – are managed in the
Places taxonomy. Add Place terms at the highest level that they are relevant. By selecting the
preferred term for your site (or whichever level of Place is appropriate), your record will also be
indexed with the alternative form and parent terms (i.e., city, country), making it discoverable by
a search for those terms as well.
When trying to decide upon the appropriate terms to select from AtoM’s Places taxonomy, refer
to the following controlled vocabularies:
•
•

Getty’s Thesaurus of Geographic Names:
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/tgn/
Pleiades (gazetteer of ancient place names): http://pleiades.stoa.org/home

ICFA is not currently providing geographic information in the Code field as this functionality is
still under development. See the Term data entry page for more information (link above).

Physical Storage Records:
Create Physical Storage records for the lowest level record group in your collection; most likely
this will be the file level. When creating new Physical Storage records, you will need to provide
data for two fields – “Name” and “Location.” Please use the following format for these fields:
Name: The name of your container should begin with the collection number and then the
container type and its number. Use leading zeros for single- and double-digit box numbers to
ensure that the boxes will appear in correct numerical order.
Example: MS.BZ.002, Box 002
Location: Follow the format for each location as prescribed in the following document,
CMS/Localization/ICFA Storage Locations.docx
Example for archival collection: “Room 214, ICFA Stacks, Aisle 9, Bay 2, Shelf 1”
See what a Physical Storage record looks like and get more information on these types of records
in CMS/ATOM/Finding Aids/Atom Finding Aid Workflow.docx.
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GLOSSARY: DEFINITIONS AND USE
Sources used for the following terms are: Society of American Archivists Glossary, general
dictionaries, and Chicago Manual of Style.
Addendum:

A body of research materials compiled by the processing archivist that is available
to researchers for review.

Article:

Use this term when describing an article from a print journal.

Collections:

Materials assembled by a person, organization, or repository from a variety of
sources. This term implies that it is an artificial collection. Many of ICFA’s
photograph collections are copies of collections held elsewhere or were otherwise
assembled as artificial collections for research purposes. Examples include the
British Gardens Aerial Photographs Collection and the Illuminated Manuscript
Photographs Collection. (Note: Outside of AtoM these may be referred to as
“study collections” or “reference collections” to differentiate them from original
collections named for their creator.) Source:
http://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/c/collection

Copy:

Copy of the original; use this term when describing a photocopy of an item.

Draft:

Use this term when describing a preliminary version of a document that is to be
revised or a document that contains revision marks.

Elevation:

Use this term when describing a 2-dimensional drawing of a building that
illustrates its exterior or façade.

Endnote:

Footnotes from an existing Word finding aid that are either additional information
or a citation

Extract:

Or excerpt: use this term when describing a text or narrative taken from an article,
book, manuscript, notes, or reports

Format:

Or form; refers to “certain standard sizes of photographs [the size and shape of
any item, or the file format for storing images, such as TIFF and JPEG].” See
http://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/f/format.

Ground plan: Use this term when describing a drawing of a floor plan.
Layout:

Use this term when describing an item that is in a pre-publication form.
Example:
Includes a layout of “Quick Glimpses in a Brief Panorama of History: Looking
across the blue waters of the Bosporus from ancient walls of a modern city”
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Manuscript:

Use this term when describing an unpublished document or a draft submitted for
publication.

Medium:

“The physical material that serves as the carrier for information [or] the thing that
bears the information,” as opposed to the base or support, e.g. for a painting, the
paint is the medium and canvas or panel is the base. In archival settings, medium
can also refer to the physical carrier of electronic data, e.g., the disk or tape. See
http://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/m/medium.

Notes:

Use this term when describing original hand-written or typed documents. See
http://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/n/note

Offprints:

Use this term when describing materials that were reprinted from another work,
such as an extract or single article from a journal volume.

Papers:

Generally refers to a collection of materials associated with a person or family, as
opposed to the records of a business or organization. Materials may consist of
textual documents or audiovisual materials, or both. See:
http://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/p/papers

Photographs: Includes items that may document personal or fieldwork activities. Photographs
generally consist of audiovisual material such as photographs, negatives, and
slides. It may also contain some records or papers such as a fieldwork notebook in
the William Earl Betsch Photographs of Architectural Capitals in Istanbul, 1970.
Records:

Includes items that were generated as the result of administrative activities or
transactions, such as those of an organization or project. Records generally consist
of administrative or office files as well as financial records. It may also contain
some audiovisual materials that may relate to the administrative activities. Source:
http://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/r/record

Reprint:

Use this term when referring to a publication in its second or subsequent printing,
or impression. A reprint may include corrections or new material or both and
may be published in a different format.
Example:
Whittemore, Thomas, copies of “Archaeology During the Republic in Turkey,”
reprint from American Journal of Archaeology, volume 47, no. 2, 1943

Section:

Use this term when describing a 2-dimensional drawing or “cut-out” of a building
that illustrates its interior.

Sic:

Use this term when an error is present in a text, narrative, or title that was initially
made by the author or creator; it is set in italics and inserted in brackets.
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Example:
“La frise en opus sectile dans le nourthex [sic] de Sainte Sophie à Constantinople”
Transcription: Use this term when describing hand-written or typed copies of published articles
and books.
Typescript:

Use this term when describing a type written manuscript; see “manuscript” for
proper use.

REFERENCE LIST
General International Standard Archival Description (ISAD-G).
http://www.icacds.org.uk/eng/ISAD(G).pdf or http://www.ica.org/?lid=10207
Resource Description & Access (RDA). http://www.rdatoolkit.org/
Society of American Archivists and Hensen, S. L. Describing archives: a content standard.
Society of American Archivists, Chicago, 2004.
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